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ABSTRACT

Scale remains a critical conceptual and practical barrier for acting upon and talking about the longstanding sustainability challenges facing communities, cities, nation-states and the international community. This discussion introduces the concept of “global-local scalar toggling” as a potentially useful way of thinking about sustainability both from the “street level”, where the day-to-day realities of environmental challenges are faced; to the “suite level”, where governance, programming and logistical decisions shape the bigger picture, and yet often remain detached from “local knowledge systems”.

Drawing from research at several distinct research sites where I have previously worked (Ulaanbaatar, Hong Kong, Singapore, Taipei, New Delhi, Bengaluru) I aim to provide examples of the ongoing ontological, empirical and epistemological challenges of “transcending” scale. I suggest that the need to simultaneously toggle between being grounded (in a practical sense) and yet global (in a theoretical sense) remains crucial in problematizing spatial sustainability challenges and solutions.
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